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Message From The President
It's hard to believe it has been a year since I took office as your
president. The time has gone very quickly but I think a lot has been
accomplished. Of course one of the reasons this year has breezed by so
fast is the support. of the membership as a whole and the way the board
of directors has worked together so well, It's been a pleasure ,
In the past year I've tried to acquaint some of the newer members to
activities other than showing in conformation, I'm sorry I have not
answered inquiries about open field coursing but it is a very
seasonable sport and will not start ' till mid-October when the weather
cools. When I receive the hunt schedule it will be published in the
Bugle.
There are a few people I want to thank for giving that little bit
extra which is what makes this club something special to belong to.
First, Greg Shaw for being the show chairman at last year's Specialty.
Joan Trifeletti for helping him when San Andreas was a little far for
him to check on some things in San Rafael. Terry and Robin Burchett for
putting on an entertaining lure trial at the Specialty . Cliff Jr . and
Linda Souza for opening their home to us for t he puppy match and the
get-together afterwards. Also for letting the club store our trailer
there. John Hays for trying to keep us on the straight and narrow
financially and of course Belle Hays who seems to make the Bugle better
every year. One person I really want to thank is Kathy Smith . To effect
a substantial saving by purchasing trophies before year-end 1992, the
Board decided to solicit trophy donations for the ' 93 Specialty in
advance and Kathy undertook to handle the pro ject. She took the bull
by the horn , so to speak, made 'phone calls, wrote letters to members
and even nonmembers and came up with a whole bunch of generous trophy
donations . Thank you, Kathy, and thanks to all who donated.
The annual dinner will be held on t he week-end of the Golden Gate
shows, I'm sorry I will not be there but we will be out of the country.
I will do the best I can to serve this club for another year.
Specialty time is coming, Mark your calendars for September 18th.
Our show chairperson, Robin Burchett, says everything is on schedule.
This year's Specialty will be held in Petaluma and the banquet will be
held at Cattleman 1 s Restaurant. This is the year we have an auction
and Carol Gabriel is eagerly awaiting any donations you may have. You
may reach her at (415) 892-5412. I 've been told by a very good source his wife - that Ken Gabriel will be the auctioneer. The Specialty Lure
Trial will be held on the same grounds the following day, This year,
four different sighthound breeds will be running. Greyhounds, Whippets
and Ibizan Hounds will share the course with the Wolfhounds. If you're
looking for very fast entertainment, this is the place to be.
The day of the lure trial is also the same day as the Sir Francis
President's Message cont 1 d
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Drake show. The time for judging IWs will be correlated not to
interfere with the ·1ure trial. The Sir Francis Drake show is an Irish
Wolfhound supported entry show which means the winners will get
rosettes instead of ribbons.
I guess I have rambled enough so will close with saying thank you
all for your support this year. I'm sorry we will not see you at the
dinner but hope to see you all at the Specialty.
Chuck
1992-1993 Financial Statement
Opening Bank Balance (6/1/92)
~
Dues ( 1 92- 1 93)
Dues ( 1 93- 1 94)
Bugle subscriptions & donations
Brag Time
Rescue Fund donations
Souza Match overage
Columbus Day Prizes ( 1 92 & 1 93)
Interest
1992 Specialty
Catalog ads
Catalog & Trophy donations
Superintendent overage
Lunch overage
Lure Course (entries & donations)

$330B

630
615
5B
62
180
394
235
64
450
736
400
49
247
1882
1980

1993 Specialty Trophy donations

9408
Outgo
Newspaper adv,
Hounds' Bugle (Printing & Postage)
Trailer (Purchase & registration)
Lure Course blankets
Membership Chair.(postage)
Insurance
Rescue expense
A.O.O.A.
1992 Specialty (Exclusive of trophies)*
Judges
Sweepstakes
Lure Course (rental,ASFA,ribbons)
Trophies *
Checkbook & Endorsement
Secretary of State
Miscellaneous

228
1232
2366
100
110

285
58
25
416
221
256
893
1459
15
5

_§_

6782
Closing Bank Balance (5/31/93)

2626

*Trophy expenses apply to rrore than one fiscal year and are t herefore
carried as a separate expense item.
John Hays, Treasurer
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
BOARD MEETING - SATURDAY MAY 8, 1993

The meeting was called to order at 2:55 P.M. by VicePresident Janet Souza at the El Rancho Tropicana Coffee
Shop in Santa Rosa, California. President Chuck Stockham
arrived shortly thereafter and took over the meeting.
Present were: Chuck & Arline Stockham, Terry & Robin
Burchett, Larry Worel & Penny Bel-Worel, Betty Pearson,
John & Belle Hays, Suzanne Mccombs and Janet & Linda
Souza. It was MSP to accept the minutes of the last
meeting as printed in the Bugle.
SECRETARY'S REPORT - It was MSP to accept the following
new applicants into the Club: Frank Christian, Robert
& Anne Fischer, Susan Glenn, Ed & Laura Massey, Todd &
Janet Nelson. Welcome new members!!
TREASURER.' S REPORT - John Hays reported our bank balance
is $2,347.90 with all bills paid. Dues notices are being
sent out in the Bugle. Kathy Smith topped the $2,000.00
mark in her trophy donation drive. CDNGRATS & MANY
THANKS TO KATHY! !

1993 SPECIALTY - It was reminded that we would have an
auction at our specialty dinner in September and Carol
Gabriel is asking for special items to be donated. It
was MSP to ask for an 8:00 A.M. show time at the Drake
Show the day after the specialty so people can go and
lure course afterwords. It was MSP to support the entry
at the Drake show. Rosettes will be awarded for Best of
Breed, Best of Opposite, Winners Dog & Winners Bitch.
The Club will donate Horn Mugs for Best of Breed and
Best of Opposite Sex. Overnight parking at the SonomaMarin Fairgrounds for the specialty will be $13.00 per
night.
1993 FUN MATCH - The B sanctioned Match will be held at
the home of the Souzas on Saturday, May 15, 1993. Mrs.
Lani Powers of Powerscourt will be the judge.
ASFA - The Club's voting choice for ASFA Regional Director will be Al Crume.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:05 P.M.
Respectfully sul:mitted,
Linda Souza
Secretary - N.C.I.W.C.
PLEASE NOTE OUR ANNUAL MEETING WilL BE HELD SATURDAY
EVENING JULY 24TH IN SO. SAN FRANCISCD. INFORMATION
WilL FOLLOW.
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SACRAMEN'ID KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Dr. Alvin Krause
BOB : CH KNIGHIWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH TORY KEILCASTLE SllMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOW, WB: GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
***FINISHED CHAMP10NSHIP***
CONNEMARA' S DOZER - Powell
WD:
RWD: MICHAEL 0' ROURKE OF TARA HTS - Curtis
RWB: GLEN ELLEN SHEENA OF TARA HTS - Curtis
WINE COUNTRY KENNEL CLUB
Judqe: Mrs Rose Ellen Fetter

April 23, 1993
(16) 4-9-1-2

BOB: CH KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fair"banks
BOS' BOW, WB: TIROWEN SHANAGARRY TARA - Kinloch
KELLCASTLE PUCADUBH OF TORY - Lindseth/McKern .:m
WD:
R.WD: NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza
RWB: APPLEARBOR KINDRA - Luba
April 24, 1993
CHIEF SOLANO KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs Lila Stafford Wadsworth (28) 9-15-2-2
BOB : CH KNIGH'IWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH TORY KEILCASTLE SUJYIPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOW, WB: BAILEBRAE OONNIELLA - Grotano
MARUJVJAC ELIXIR - Sanford/Collie r
WD:
RWD: NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza
RWB: BLYTHEHOUSE HOLLY JEAN - Sanford
SIR FRANCIS DRAKE KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Dr Wm Houpt

April 25, 1993
(31) 13-13-1-2-2

BOB: CH SIDHE CLOOTY AT GILLA MACHREE - Heskett
BOS: CH KNIGHIWIND ' S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOW, WD: PHAN'IDM OF THE SIDHE - Heskett
STARR OF LIMERICK - Barnett/Souza
WB:
***FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP***
RWB: TIROWEN SHANAGARRY TARA - Kinloch
RWD: PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
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MENSONA KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Miss Nancy King Aiken

May 8, 1993
(19} 7-9-2-1

BOB: CH KNIGH'IWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
"'BOS, BOW, WB: DESTINY LARGO O'LADD - Demars/McCombs
WD:
LYNGE' S SAMPSON - Simoni
RWD: NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK -'- Souza
RWB: TIROWEN SHANAGARRY TARA - Kinloch
"'FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP
REDWOOD EMPIRE KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs C K Steidel

May 9, 1993
(18) 9-5-2-2

BOB: CH GABRIEL I s BRYNA - Gabriel
BOS, BOW, WD: LYNGE' S SAMPSON - Simoni
WB:
KNIGH'IWIND I s MACUSHLA ALUINN - Pearson
RWB: APPLEARBOR RENEE - Luba/Poston
RWD: PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
LOS ENCINOS KENNEL C.'LUB
Judge: Edward Gilbert, Jr

May 28, 1993
(17) 5-8-2-2

BOB, BOW> WD: KAELYN'S MURFFEY MCPEEPERS - Shacklett
BOS, WB: CLARION FOGGY DE.'W - Kyle
/Jennie
RWB: DESTINY REGINA 0 RYAN - Mccombs
RWD: NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza

ANTELOPE VALLEY KENNEL CLUB
Juuge
Carlos DeBango

May 29 1993
(28) 10-12-1-3

BOB: CH PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS,WB: KAELYN'S IRISH BAILEE - Clark/Smith
BOW,WD: KAELYN'S MURFFEY MCPEEPERS - Shacklett/Jennie
RWD: NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza
RWB: FC SUNSTAG CALA LILI SC - Hirsch
SAN GABRIEL KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs Robert D Smith

May 31 1993
(24) 9-10-1-4

BOB: CH PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS,WB: KAELYN'S IRISH BAILEE - Clark/Smith
BOW,WD: SUNSTAG XANADU SOLO - Hirsch
RWD: RYSHERON ZARTH - Self/Riggs
RWB: HEARTSONG MONARCH BUTTERFLY - Fisher/Locke
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GOLDEN VALLEY K. C.
Judge : Harold Schlintz

May 28 , 1993
2/4/1 (1-1)

BOB : CH . KNIGHTWIND ' S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS : CH . TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN ' SPEC ' L, CGC - Burchett
BOW ,WB : TORY KELLCASTLE SWEET LASS - Brosnan
WO : ARNTARA WARORUM GILLA MACREE - Heskett
HANGTOWN K. C. OF PLACERVILLE
JUDGE : Jacklyn Hungerland

May 29 , 1993
6/8 (1 - 2)

BOB : CH . TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN ' SPEC'L , CGC - Burchett
BOS , BOW , WD : CONNEMARA'S DOZER , CD - Powell
WB : CASTLEMAINE'S CAMI OF GABRIEL - Shaw
RWD : GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN Gabriel
RWB : TORY KELLCASTLE SWEET LASS - Brosnan
SAN JOAQUIN K. C.
Judge : Sharon Krough

May 30 , 1993
2/7 (2-1)

BOB : CH . KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS : CH . TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN ' SPEC'L , CGC - Burchett
BOW , WD : GABRIEL ' S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel
WB : BAILEBRAE DONNIELLA - Grotano
RWD : OAKWOODS MARE THANA THRILLER - Wakeman
RWB : DANIELLE VON DER OELMUHLE - Foor/Eitreim
SIERRA-TUOLUMNE K. C.
Judge : Douglas Shipley

May 31, 1993
5/4 (1-)

BOB : CH , TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN ' SPEC'L,CGC - Burchett
BOS , BOW , WD : MARUMAC ELIXIR - Sanford/Collier
WB : BLYTHEHOUSE HOLLY JEAN - Sanford
RWD : GABRIEL ' S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel
RWB : LIMERIDGE LIAT SUMMERFIELD - Tyler
RENO KENNEL CLUB
Judge : John Shel ton

June 5 , 1993

(14) 7-5- 1- 1

BOB , BOW, WD : NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERI CK - Souza
BOS , WB : BLYTHEHOUSE HOLLY JEAN - Sanford
RVVB : KNIGI-IDVIND ' S MACUSHLA AI.DINN - Pear son
RWD : LYNGE I s SAMPSON - Simoni
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DONNER TRAIL KENNEL CLUB
Judge : Thomas Powers

June 12, 1993
(29) 9-16-2-1-1

BOB: CH SIDHE CLOOTY AT GIL.LA MACHREE - Heskett
BOS : CH KNIGH'IWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOW, WB: NOININ CNOC NEALA 0' LIMERICK - Souza
WD:
DIETER VON DER OELMUHLE - Eaton/Graham
RWD: GABRIEL'S CUCHUIAIN - Gabriel
RWB: BLYTHEHOUSE HOLLY JEAN - Sanford
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY KENNEL CLUB
Judge : Miss Lena Tamboer

June 13, 1993
(18) 8-9-1-0

BOB, BOW, WD: LYNGE' S SAMPSON - Simoni
BOS, WB: DANIELLE VON DER OEI..MUHLE - Foor/Eitreim
RWB: TIROWEN SHANAGARRY TARA - Kinloch
RWD: DIETER VON DER OELMUHLE - Eaton/Graham
BONANZA KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Joseph Dainty

June 6, 1993
(15) 7-5-2-1

BOB: CH KNIGH'IWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS; CH KNIGH'IWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE CGC - Burchett
BOW WD: KELLCASTLE PUCADUBH OF TORY - Lindseth/McKernan
WB:
BLYTHEHOUSE HOLLY JEAN - Sanford
RWB: LIMERIDGE LIAT SUMMERFIELD - Tyler
RWD: LYNGE'S SAMPSON - Simoni
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Northern California Irish WolfhoLnd Clt.iJ Match
Judge: Mrs . Lani Powers
PUPPY !XlGS 2 to 4 months

May 15, 1993
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Hl\TL.F.RRI\~ 7.P.NECA OF AVONLFA HM449713/02
Breeder: M. Grotano and W, Barry
Sire: Int. Ch. Zeno von der Oelmuhle
Dam:
Ba.ilebrae Donniella
Owner : Mary Foor and Robert Eitreim

6

CARROY CONOR AKC# pending 2-20-93
Breeder: Lynne Rosebrock
Sire: Dieter von der Oelmuhle
Dam :
Ch. Fleetwind Vanessa, C.D., F .Ch
Owner: Gary and Linda Grassi
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BAILEBRAE ZEUS HM449713/01 1-29-93
Breeder: M.T . Grotano
Sire: Ch. Zeno von der Oelmuhle
Dam:
Bailebrae Donniella
Owner: Maria Theresa Grotano
PUPPY !XlGS

8
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1-29-93

4 to 6 months

BAILEBRAE JENO HM442927/0l 12-12-92
Breeder: Owner
Sire: Dieter von der Oelmuhle
Dam:
Ch. Ba.ilebrae Belleek
Owner: Maria Theresa Grotano
KNIGHIWIND' S LOGAN OF Tory • HM440405/07
Breeder: C & A Stockham
Sire: Ch. Pern Procyon
Dam:
Ch. Knightwind"s Emerald Mist
Owner : Terry and Robin Burchett
PUPPY !XlGS

12-2-92

6 to 9 months

10

NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK HM430551/07
Breeder: Ron and Diane Soares
Sire: Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick
Dam:
Ch. Ba.ilebra0 Kariad
Owner : Linda and Janet Souza

11

GRIANAN DONN OF LIMERICK HM430923/07 9~16-92
Breeder: Marion Kennedy
Sire: Ch. Starkeeper's Lord Dundee
Dam:
Ch. Destiny Lyric Ma.clad Grianan
Owner: Linda and Janet Souza
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DESTINY LUGH 0 1 MALLEY HM445575/0l 9'-28-92
Breeder: L & L Moore
Sire: Destiny Malachy O' Finn
Dam:
Destiny Rehoe O'Ladd
Owner: Suzanne Mccombs & Lore Moore
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DESTINY DEXTER O' RYAN HM434576 9-12-92
Breeder: Owner
Sire: Destiny Mulryan O'Mohr
Dam:
Destiny Desire O'Dylan
Owner: Suzanne and Harry Mccombs

9-19-92

10
PUPPY DOGS
15
(})

9 to 12 months

CASTLEMAINE SMOKE HM428776/02 7-12-92
Breeder: Marilyn & R. Greg Shaw
Sire: Ch . castlemaine's Blackmail
Dam:
Ch. Dayne of castlemaine
OWner: Peter and Stephanie Brown

20

ARD RO CACH GANT HM411054/05 5-29-92
Breeder : OWner
~ Sire: Ch . Witchesbroorn Berwyck Uther
~ Dam:
Ch . Ard Ro each Bukka
OWner: Ann and Jim Janis.
104 THE DRUID OF CASTLEMAINE HM428776/01 7- 12-92
Breeder : Marilyn & R Greg Shaw
Sire: Ch. castlemaine 's Blackmail
Dam:
Ch . Dayne of Castlemaine
OWner: Marilyn & R. Greg Shaw

PUPPY BITCHES
21

2 to 4 months

BAILEBRAE ZENA HM449713/02 1-29-93
Breeder: Maria Grotano and Wm Barry
Sire : Int. Ch. Zeno von der Oelmuhle
Dam:
Bailebrae Donniella
OWner: Jurgen Rosner & Jurgen Papenfuss
PUPPY BITCHES

4 to 6 months

37

BAILEBRAE JULIEITA HM442927/02
Breeder : OWner
Sire: Dieter von der Oelmuhle
Dam:
Ch. Bailebrae Belleek
OWner: Maria Theresa Grotano

40

KNIGH'IWIND ' S ISHARA OF TINTERN HM440405/04
Breeder: Chuck & Arl ine Stockham
Sire: Ch. Pern· Procyon
Dam:
Ch . Knightwind' s Einerald Mist
OWner: Jackie Barnett

r~

~

41

0
48

(i)

12-12-92

KNIGH'IWIND'S DEANNA TROI HM440405/0l
Breeder : OWner
Sire: Ch. Pern Procyon
Ch . Knightwind's Einerald Mist
Dam:
OWner: Chuck and Arline Stockham

12-2-92

12- 2- 92

KNIGH'IWIND'S K'EHLEYR OF TORY HM440405/02
Breeder: c & A Stockham
Sire : Ch. Pern Procyon
Ch . Knightwind's Emerald Mist
Dam:
OWner: Terry and Robin Burchett

12-2-92

PUPPY BITCHES

11

6 to 9 months

52

NOININ CNCX: NEALA OF LIMERICK HM430551/05
Breeder: Ron and Diane Soares
Sire: Ch . Grianan Ladd of Limerick
Darn :
Ch . Bailebrae Kariad
Owner : Linda and Janet Souza

74

NOININ CNCX: ELKIE HM430551/0z 9- 19-92
Breeder: Ron and Diane Soares
Sire: Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick
Darn:
Ch . Bai lebrae Kariad
Owner: Betty Orner

78

NOININ CNCX: TARA O'HARA HM430551/04 9- 19-92
Breeder: Ron and Diane Soares
Sire : Ch . Grianan Ladd of Limerick
Darn:
Ch - Bailebrae Kariad
Owner: Tim Avery & Madeline Petersen

85

DESTINY DARA O'RYAN HM434576/0l 9-12-92
Breeder : Owner
Sire: Destiny Mulryan O' Mohr
Darn :
Destiny Desire O'Dylan
Owner: Suzanne and Harry McCombs

I'

BEST PUPPY ___5.::.._-2_______
BEST OPPOSITE SEX PUPPY

9-19-92
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DESTINY RYAN TURLOUGH 0 1 BRIEN HM396680/05
Breeder : s & H Mccombs
Sire: Destiny Mulryan O'Mohr
Darn :
Ch . Destiny Maghera O~Mann
Owner : Tim Avery
MAJOR KOIL SEAMUS
Breeder : Jamie Morningstar
Sire : CIDar V Herman Searrn.is
Kelley O'Morningstar
Darn :
Owner : Thomas McDonnell
BRED BY EXHIBITOR

95

r:xx;

GABRIEL ' S CUCHULAIN HM397052 2-28- 92
Breeder : Owner
Sire: Ch. Bailebrae Surrmerfield Tur Og
Darn :
Ch . Major Acres Queen °Grainne
Owner: Carol Gabriel

1-1-92

12
NOVICE BITCH
96
. -:JI

W

MOLLY O'FAOIAN OF TARA HI'S HM380360/03
Breeder: Mike Luba
Sire': Faolan O'Cagney of Tara Hts
Dam:
Applearbor Deedra
Owner : Mike and Agnes Curtis

97

GABRIEL ' S CASTLEMAINE KENDRA HM384692/05
Br eeder: Marilyn and R. Greg Shaw
\..!::) Sire : Ch . Castlemalile Blackmail
Dam:
Ch . Dayne of castlemalile
Owner: carol Gabriel

10-28-91

11-8-91

1 ~'I

99

f

APPLEARBOR RENEE HM405323-03 4-27-92
Breeder: Don Jay
Sire: Gulliagh Greyrebel of Bearnabui
Dam:
Applearbor Audra
Owner: Michael Luba and Renee' Poston
BRED BY EXHIBI TOR BITCH

98

(0

KAELYN'S JAMBOREE OF LIMERICK HM372098/0l
Breeder: Owner and J . & L. Souza
Si re : Ch . Gri anan Ladd of Limerick
Dam:
Ch. Kaelyn' s Promise of Limerick
Owner: Kathy Smith

9-13-91

OPEN BITCH
100 APPLEARBOR RENNA HM405323/02 4-27-92
Breeder : Don Jay
Sire : Gulliagh Greyrebel of Bearnabui
Darn:
Applearbor Audra
Owner: Michael Luba

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX ADULT

_ (, b ____
_.__,.___

~···············································~
ATTENTION • • • ATTENTION
The

93 Specialty is gaining on us ••• it's time to gather items for
our auction. Let's make this a very special and profitable event .
Please contact Carol Gabriel (415) 892 - 5412 if you have any
questions. Otherwise , please bring your item and your checkbook to our
1 93 Specialty Dinner & Aucti on!
1
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TICKS AND DISEASE - You & Your Dogs
by Paul W. Palmer M. D.

t

Ticks are nasty little parasites. There are many that are severely
host selective, such as the Python Tick of Mosambique; while others are
less selective about what they choose to bite .
There are four Genera of Hard Bodied Ticks in North America capable
of transmitting disease to humans, dogs and other domesticated animals.
Much of the popular literature is written to frighten people and dog
and horse owners; and any new information fuels the press to scare us
all again. In general there are three serious infections which can be
given to humans, dogs and horses (and other mammals) by the bite of
some stage of devel opment of these hard bodied ticks. Make no mistake,
these illnesses are serious and may cause severe disability or death.
In the normal course of events the diseases are associated with one
genus of ticks for each disease, but single case reports show that some
diseases may be transmitted by ticks not usually a part of the exposure
to disease cycle.
Just how to organize a lucid discussion; i.e. by disease or by type
of tick might seem difficult, but I choose to discuss by type of tick
as follows:
1) THE GENUS DERMACENTOR
Dermacentor andersoni is the Rocky Mountain Wood Tick.
Oermacentor variabilis is the Eastern Dog Tick,
Dermacentor occidentalis is the species most common on the
Pacific Northwest Coast, west of the Rocky Mountains.
Ticks of this Genus, of which there are several other species in the
United States, are capable of carrying a microbe called Rickettsia.The
disease is Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever. Undetected or incorrectly
diagnosed cases of this disease carry a mortality rate of about 25%
al ong the Eastern Seaboard and 40% in the Bitterroot Valley of Montana.
It is easily cured with modern antibiotics and a vaccine has been
developed for it.
This Genus of ticks is variable in size but the adult females may be
large enough so that a single female Dermacentor may, while feeding,
inject a venom capable of producing tick paralysis . This toxin can kill
a child or an Irish Wolfhound by paralyzing the muscles of respiration.
Simple removal of a large blood-engorged tick is curative. Within
several minutes the person or dog loses the paralysis and is able to
breath and move about normally. If you have Dermacentor ticks in or
around your kennel and one animal becomes paralyzed - look for a big
feeding female tick and remove it.
This genus of ticks also transmits a virus disease called Colorado
Tick Fever. This is almost never fatal but two bouts of fever with
severe headache and photophobia, with a feeling of well-being between
bouts of fever and a long period of convalescence with tiredness and

14
lassitude means you have had the disease . It is not limited to
Colorado.
Dermacentors may also transmit other serious diseases , e . g. Q-Fever ,
Tularemia etc . but the occurrence is so rare as to always provoke
someone to write a case report for the medical literature. The
spirochete which causes Lyme disease lies in this category for this
Genus of ticks.
2) THE GENUS AMBLYOMMA : Amblyomma americanum
This tick is common throughout northern Mexico and the southern
continental mid-west . It is interesting because the female carries a
single white square at the posterior edge of her scutum or dorsal body
shell and because it is so common in Texas , this little white mark
gives the tick the nick-name of The Lone Star Tick . The male of the
species has a distinctive scutum pattern but it is not a "lone star" .
This tick has been accused of carrying several disease-producing
microbes, including the Lyme disease spirochete . Its infectivity rate
is quite low compared to the number of those ticks which can be removed
from a horse ridden through tall grass in Texas or Oklahoma or Kansas .
Treat it with respect and try to rid your property of this little beast
but do not worry a lot about what disease it can transmit to you or
your dog. The risk is low .
3) THE GENUS RHIPICEPHALUS - a single species, popularly known as the
"Common Brown Dog Tick" , is not "common" in my experience . In my 42
years of identifying ticks submitted to my laboratory for
identification, I have not yet seen one , They must be "common"
somewhere, but they do not customarily transmit diseases to dogs or
humans. A recent report indicates that they may rarely carry the
spirochete responsible for Lyme disease .
4) THE GENUS IXODES
Originally Ixodes dammini was the only culprit - spreading to a
single Ixodes species in California. This genus transmits Burgdorf' s
spirochete , the cause of Lyme disease , As it cannot pass the spirochete
along from generation to generation in the eggs the female produces , a
complex arrangement with two hosts is required for any group of Ixodes
ticks to be infective for Lyme disease . The adult ticks rarely bite any
animal except the white tailed deer, although ticks being the creatures
they are might on occasion use some other animal to feed on in
preparation for laying eggs . For a human or a dog or a horse to be
bitten by an adult Ixodes tick is a very rare occurrence . Also
required for this tick to produce a new generation and to have the next
generation carry the spirochete , is the host for the larva which
hatches out of a tick egg ; and which is also the host for the nymph
which evolves from a well- fed larva . This host has to be small , live in
the litter of the forest floor and be able to live a fairly full life
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while infecteq with Lyme disease . This animal is almost exclusively the
white footed mouse . These mice which can live quite well with the
spirochete circulating in their blood, give Lyme disease to the larva
coming out of the tick egg. When the larvae moult to become nymphs , the
nymphs go back to the same colony of mice and infect the next
generation of mice . A single mouse can carry from 50 to 100 nymphs and
larvae around . They carry each batch for 10 days and then pick up a new
batch for processing. The larva which drops off becomes dormant and
hatches into a nymph . The nymph which drops off becomes dormant over
the winter and hatches into an adult Ixodes tick which then searches
almost exclusively for a white tailed deer to feed on so it can lay
eggs and die.
Customarily, it is the nymph form, known as "seed ticks" which
infect man , ' dog and horse .
In areas of high Ixodes tick populations the cycle can be broken by
providing white footed mice with nesting material (cotton batting)
which has been saturated with Permanone and let dry. This substance, in
the mouse nests , kills all larvae and nymphs without harming the mice.
Exterminator companies on Long Island, New York, are the only suppliers
of these cotton-filled cardboard cylinders .
Permanone is also used as a final wash for clothing worn by persons
who absolutely must work in an Ixodes tick infested area, such as the
military .
This is the usual and customary way Lyme disease is transmitted. If
you have Ixodes ticks in or around your kennel, farm or home , you
should control them - or move elsewhere . A vaccine has been developed
against Burgdorf's spirochete. Just how effective it is remains to be
seen . One must expect that it may not be totally effective. No vaccine
has ever been developed for syphilis or relapsing fever, two deadly
spirochete diseases of mankind, but Burgdorf's spirochete may have a
portion of its structure able to induce animals to manufacture
sufficient levels of antibodies to prevent infection . We will :;;ee . In
the meantime, get rid of ticks if you can - they are nasty critters
anyway - and stay informed.
As dogs move around the count ry by van and ai rplane to dog shows etc
they may carry ticks from their home kennel to parts of the U. S. A. far
beyond the normal range of the tick they carry . So far, this phenomenon
is largely transport of Dermacentor variabilis to areas other than the
Eastern Seaboard. Little populations of this tick have been established
in and near kennels in many parts of the U. S.A. This i s not likely to
happen with Lyme disease-bearing ticks because of their almost certain
requirement for two hosts - the White Tailed Deer and the White Footed
JY!ouse.
All the facts in this article could change a lot in a few years.
Just remember, this is the way it was in 1993.
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Tick addendumThere is a post script to the foregoing article by Dr . Palmer .
During a telephone call related to the article, he mentioned having
recently heard a Paul Harvey radio broadcast which included the advice
that those wishing to do things the natural way, or unable to live with
sprays or poisons, should acquire a flock of Guinea Fowl because ,
according to Mr. Harvey, baby Guinea chicks are ravenous consumers of
adult ticks .
Many thanks to Paul Palmer for his time and interest in writing
the article. It has been a long time since he left California , but
many of us still remember him warmly.- Ed .

"Ticks get all the publicity these days."
· - - - - - - -·- --- -

Thanks to Ken Taylor for such a
timely cartoon!
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On The Couch
' Canine psychologist' aids distressed dogs and owners
by Rick Martinez
[This article , about NCIWC member Kinee Powell , which appeared in "City
Neighbors", May 20,1993 , was submitted by Robin Burchett . Thanks Robin]
Kinee Powell specializes in canine psychology. Now if that conjures
up images of a Labrador retriever stretched out on an analyst's couch
or poodles engaged in group primal howl therapy, you ' re probably a cat
owner .
But for Powell, who owns and runs Dog Sense Unlimited, the
discipline means nothing less than interspecies communication. "It's
like communicating with an alien intelligence ," she said. "And since
they can't learn our language , we need to communicate with them in
theirs." Which is, Powell said playfully , something she calls "dogese."
A dog obedience trainer and canine psychologi st for the past 20
years, the Walnut Grove resident likens learning "dogese" with learning
French before going to Paris . "If you know the language, your
experiences are much richer and much more enjoyable," she said. To that
end , Powell teaches her clients how to become top dog in their
households . And the biggest problem is not that dog owners are too
tough with Rover, but too soft .
Such may have been the case with midtown residents Fred and Linda
Haring . Their five-month~old Rottweiler, Luger, was hopelessly playful,
out of control and had a footwear fetish. "If you even wore shoes
around him he'd go after them," Frank said. "He destroyed slippers and
socks and I still have a couple scars, too ."
After Luger, in a fit of playful enthusiasm, charged a friend of the
Harings, Linda told Frank either the dog gets trained or gets out.
Enter Powell. "She walked in the door and within minutes had control
of the dog ," Frank said. "She taught me how to communicate with Luger
in ways that he can understand."
A dog is hierarchical, Powell said, and if it has not been taught to
follow it will attempt to lead. As an example , she told of a terrorized
couple whose pooch played king of the mountain with the living room
sofa. "They had not established that they were the leaders of the pack
and every time they tried to sit on the couch the dog would growl
menacingly," she said. "They j ust needed to establish their dominance ."
In working with her clients, Powell explains that dogs were
domesticated to do jobs for man . Dogs are task-oriented and if not
given a job , become bored and lethargic .
Asked to list the smartest and dumbest breeds, Powell won't bite
and instead says she hates to make gross generalizations . But she does
emphasize owners should not be surprised or frustrated when dogs behave
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as they were bred to . "If you are going to buy a terrier , don't get
frustrated when it starts digging holes in your yard , 11 she said . "They
were bred to dig for vermin."
Hounds, she said , have an undeserved reputation for being tough to
train and therefore not too bright. But they are a very intelligent
breed . They just have other priorities . "I tell people to know some
history of the breed before they buy and , if possible , always try to
meet the dog's parents ."
Powell said her. most popular offering is a series of four one- to
two-hour lessons that runs $200 . She does all the training at the
owner's house and the vast majority of it is aimed at training the
master and not the dog . She focuses on teaching owners how to
communicate with their dogs through voice and physical commands and
through lessons in canine psychology. On average, Powell said she works
with about 20 clients a week, all breeds accepted, and she has trained
the newly weaned to 13-year-olds.
For Laura Hemleim , a Citrus Heights resident, training meant learning to be firmer with her golden retriever puppy , Maggi ."I just want to
be able to socialize with people without Maggi jumping all over them , 11
she said . Or swallowing their arms . As Powell explained to Hemleim ,
retriever breeds are very oral and if allowed , will put just about
anything and everything in their mouths .
After teaching Hemleim ways· to curb her dog's oral fixation and
other troubleshooting tips , Powell sat down and wrote out a progress
report . The reports are something she does with all her clients after
each lesson so they can bone up on techniques when she 1 s not there .
As for her own dog, the Washington , D. C., native is mother, father
and housemate to an Irish Wolfhound named Dozer . The world's tallest
breed , on its hind legs it stands 7 feet tall .
"Isn't he beautiful , 11 Powell said, petting her dog, which looks
exactly like Chewbacca from the Star Wars movies. "I almost named him
Wookie . "
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"Ask Doctor Art"
Dog Question:
Dear Doctor Art;
Why are there so many different breeds of dog?
M.J . C.
Snowflake, AZ
Dear M. J.C .;
Every st9ndard breed of Canis domesticus was developed to serve some
specific purpose . The working and sporting breeds are the most obvious
examples . For others, the objective is less apparent. The Sharpei , for
instance, was developed so Basset hounds could have a better self-image
and the Dandie Dinmont originally was bred to provide therapy for
people who suffer a pathological urge to give animals silly names.
During my tenure as a Fellow of the American Institute for Canine
Research , I spent several years exploring certain psychological implications involved in the development of new breeds - specifically,
attempting to learn the extent to which temperament may be genetically
manipulated. To this end, I crossbred Doberman pinschers and French
poodles through several generations. As often happens in this sort of
research , the results were not entirely satisfactory. I did succeed in
developing a large, smooth-coated dog with a definite preference for
sleeping on satin pillows, but it was a vicious gossip ."
Arthur H. D. Ragbonde-Sheates,Ph.D.,
D. Sc.,Litt.D.,J.D.,Ed . D.,D.V.M.,M.D .
D.D., LL,D.,D.D.5,,Notary Public.
in Wildlife Art News - May/June 93
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Aloe Vera
Wound-healing experiments have been conducted to compare healing
times in dogs between Aloe vera, antibiotic ointments and untreated
wounds. Allantoin and acemannan are two components of Aloe vera proven
to have healing properties and the ability to stimulate tissue repair .
It was found that the first seven days of treatment with Aloe vera
extract gel resulted in more rapid wound healing than in those
untreated or treated with antibiotics. However, after the first week,
the rates of healing of both medications became the same . The
conclusion reached was in order to take advantage of the early stages
of Aloe vera healing, it should be administered as soon as possible.
The preparation can also stimulate a slow or nonhealing wound i nto an
active state of repair.
- Animal Health Newsletter
Cornell Univ.
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If Your Dog Is Flying-

The American Dog Owners Association has available a valuabl e booklet
of information about shipping dogs by aircraft . It is a must for anyone
contemplating air travel for pets. It is updated yearly and it rates
the carriers by performance.
Everything you need to know and everything you should know are in
this pamphlet, from your first decision to ship - federal regulations ,
airline r ules , best day of the week to ship , type of shipping crate ,
type of aircraft body , baggage hold environment , dealing with airline
personnel , etc . - to arrival or loss of the pet - what to do , detai led
record keeping , who to deal with and how , who to notify , etc.
It is a wealth of information and could save your dog's life .
The booklet is AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION by Priscilla Benkin . The cost
is 50 cents a booklet and can be ordered from :
American Dog Owners Association , Inc .
1654 Columbia Turnpike
Castleton , NY 12033

* * *
Because any reproduction of this A. D. O.A. booklet (next page)
requires the author ' s permission, I had a very interesting and
informative telephone conversation with Mrs . Benkin . She does a great
deal of traveling by air , with and without dogs, and keeps very close
tabs on the airlines , their handling - and mishandling - of dogs and
their awareness of the problems of shipping dogs . She cautions that
s ince the compilation of the present booklet , the service of American
Airlines has been slipping , but other wise the report card remains
virtually t he same, with TWA hol ding its unenviable spot i n the cellar !
Mrs . Benkin point s out that adult Irish Wolfhounds are not as often
on the manifest for air travel . They present particular problems due to
their size ; one being , of course , finding a safe travel crate big
enough, and another being sure there are enough cargo handlers to
safely lift and stow such a heavy "package". The airlines appreci ate
sufficient advance notice of t he shippi ng of a Wolfhound so th at the
manpower and/or forklift capability are on hand when needed. Advance
notice is a matter of weeks rather than days or hours, and is also ,
according to Mrs . Benkin , a matter of anything in a #300 crate or
larger .
If your dog is goi ng to fly, please read Air line Transportation by
Priscilla Benkin first .

How the Carriers Compare
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Until 1989, we av0ided ranking carriers because conditions varied widely between
stations, between shifts, and even between agents. However, in 1989, we began
ranking carriers because patterns emerged around the country forcing us to
conclude that your dog had a better chance of survival on certain carriers. We
rate the carriers by how frequently things go wrong and how personnel respond to
problems. Our 1992 rankings are:
Still the best, ALASKA -- without equal, but Alaska is a relatively small regional
carrier most of whose route system is in a relatively cool climate.
Best among the major carriers, AMERICAN, proving bigger is better. American
consistently offers high service, employees who take pride in their work, good
response to problems and the highest standards in the industry. American was first
to raise standards above the USDA mandated minimums.
Vastly improved, UNITED. We would not have believed last year that United
could impro\·e so much so quickly. The carrier has instituted new procedures that
will make air travel safer for dogs.
Also improwd, NORTHWEST, although it would have been nice if they had told
their employees that their highly touted new training program was USDA mandated and not something Northwest did on its own initiative. Northwest employees tend to be slow to respond to problems, and sometimes to call them "slow" is
being charitable.
Also in the middle range, USAir. We hear both good and bad, nothing very good
and nothing terribly bad .
Functioning well at certain stations, particularly Denver, CONTINENTAL.
Service is spotty on Continental. Ontario. California, cannot seem to ship a dog
with proper paperwork.
DELTA should perhaps be tied with TWA for the bottom spo\t. After one
incident where a large number of puppies died because the plane was severely
overloaded, Delta repeated the incident. Don't they learn? To Delta goes our most
gross award for unloading a bulldog shipped to Miami on Delta Dash. The
dog was left outside in the sun until he died. You cannot regulate against stupidity.
In the cellar, TWA. Last year we pointed out that much of TWA's route system
is in that area of the country where commercial breeding is the heaviest. So TWA
was carrying heavier live animal loads that most other carriers and not doing such
a bad job. However, this spring, TWA personnel loaded about one hundred
puppies on a small plane in Kansas. The aircraft was delayed prior to take off and
two-thirds of the puppies died. With this one incident, involving sixty-two dead
puppies, TWA established the record.
From Airline Transport ation - Reprinted with permission.
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On a warm day, the temperature in a parked car
can reach 160° in a. matter of minutes, even with
partially opened windows.
With only hot air to breathe, your pet can
quickly suffer brain damage or ·die from heatstroke.

Signs of heat stress: heavy panting, glazed eyes,
rapid pulse, dizziness, vomiting, deep red or
purple tongue.
If your pet gets overheated,
you must lower his body temperature immediately!

• Get him into shade and apply cool (not cold) water
all over his body.
" Apply ice packs or cold towels only to head, neck
and chest.
~ Let him drink small a.mounts of cool water, or lick
ice cu bes or ice cream.
" Get your pet to a veterinarian right away-it could
save his life.
On hot days, your pet is safer at home!
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Jame' Thorbe< on Dog'

I have for many years made a careful study of the family life of
dogs. My conclusions entirely support the theory that dogs have a
saner family life than people.
In the first place, the husband leaves on a woodchuck-hunting
expedition just as soon as he can, which is very soon, and never comes
back. He doesn't write, makes no provision for the care or maintenance
of his family, and is not liable to prosecution because he doesn't.
The wife doesn't care where he is, never wonders if he . is thinking
about her ••••
This same lack of sentimentality is carried out in the mother dog's
relationship to her young. For six weeks -but only six weeks- she
looks after them religiously, feeds them (they come clothed), washes
their ears, fights off cats, old women and wasps that come nosing
around, makes the bed and rescues the puppies when they crawl under
the floorboards or get lost in an old boot, She does all these things
without fuss, without that loud and elaborate show of solicitude and
alarm which a woman displays in rendering some exaggerated service to
her child,
At the end of six weeks, the mother dog ceases to lie awake at
night harking for ominous sounds; the next morning she snarls at the
puppies after breakfast and routs them all out of the house. "This is
forever," she informs them succinctly. "I have my own life to live,
automobiles to chase, grocery boys 1 shoes to snap at, rabbi ts to
pursue, I can't be washing and feeding a lot of big six-week-old dogs
any longer. That phase is definitely over." The family life is thus
terminated, and the mother dismisses the children from her mind as
easily as she did her husband. She is now free to devote herself to
her career and to the novel and astonishing things of life.
In the case of one family of dogs that I observed, the mother, a
large black dog with long ears and a keen zest for living, tempered
only by an immoderate fear of toads and turtles, kicked ten puppies
out of the house at the end of six weeks to the day - it was a Monday .
The puppies had no place to go, since they hadn't made any plans, so
they just hung around the barn, now and again trying to patch things
up with their mother. She refused, however. It is only for a few weeks
that the cast-off puppies make overtures to her in regard to the
reestablishment of a home. At the end of that time , by some natural
miracle , the puppies suddenly one day don't recognize their mother any
more, and she doesn't recognize them . It is .as if they had never met,
and is a fine idea, giving both parties a clean break and a chance for
a fresh start.
11 -
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ATTENTION PENINSULA WOLFHOUND OWNERS

Large fully fenced grassy field
Double gate for easy entry-exit.
Water & trees for shade
Free scoopers
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Imagine a place where your dog can run off leash safely, with no traffic or other hazards
to contend with. Imagine a place where your dog can socialize with other dogs, all under the
supervision of their owners. Thanks to the City of Belmont and public spirited citizens, there is
such a place...The Belmont-Cipriani Dog Park!

*
*
*
*

Directions: From Ralston, turn on to Cipriani. Go a
few blocks and turn left on Buena Vista. Go to the end
of the street and turn left. Turn into the parking lot
entrance on your left. The park is on the other side of
the parking area.
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